Game description
"Keno" is a game where the player bets on 1-80 numbered balls by choosing a combination from 1 to 8 or
from 1 to 10 numbered balls.
Keno 8 differs from Keno 10 in that the player can choose a maximum of 8 numbers in Keno 8 and 10
numbers in Keno 10.
During each round, 20 of the balls numbered from 1 to 80 in sequence are drawn using a random number
generator.

How to play
To participate in the game, the player must perform the following actions during the round, which lasts one
minute:
•
•
•

Choose the combination of numbers
Set the amount limit for betting
Click the “Play” button

When selecting a combination of numbers, the player can use the random number selection function.
He/she can also delete the combination of already selected numbers.
In the field where the numbers from 1 to 80 are present, "hot" and "cold" numbers are indicated in red and
blue colors, with hot numbers being those that are frequently drawn and blue being those that are drawn
more infrequently.

Payments
All winning ball combinations have corresponding odds (according to Keno 8 and Keno 10), which is
multiplied by the player's bet amount.

The winning combination is calculated as the ratio of the number of balls bet to the number of guessed
balls. For example, if you guessed 4 out of 5, the bet would be calculated at 30x.
The odds are stable for all rounds.

Disconnection policy: If a disconnection accurs after active game round and your bets were accepted by
the server , the game will proceed as normal and any winnings will be processed according to the game
result regardless of the disconnection
The RTP of Keno is 87.5% -99.6%.
Bonus requirementsa
Freebets are fixed amounts, for example, a player received 10 x 100USD, this means the player receives 10

freebets and each of them has a value of 100. In case of the freeamount, the player receives a free bonus
amount, say 1000 USD. Players should activate bonuses in order to use them. If the player wants to wager
with real money he/she should deactivate active bonus and only then play with real money. If the bonus
balance is lower then the bet amount (in case of FreeAmount bonus type) then an error occurs saying
insufficient bonus balance.

